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Abstract

GPT4All-J is an Apache-2 licensed chatbot
trained over a massive curated corpus of as-
sistant interactions including word problems,
multi-turn dialogue, code, poems, songs, and
stories. It builds on the March 2023 GPT4All
release by training on a significantly larger
corpus, by deriving its weights from the
Apache-licensed GPT-J model rather than the
GPL-licensed of LLaMA, and by demonstrat-
ing improved performance on creative tasks
such as writing stories, poems, songs and
plays. We openly release the training data,
data curation procedure, training code, and fi-
nal model weights to promote open research
and reproducibility. Additionally, we release
Python bindings and a Chat UI to a quantized
4-bit version of GPT4All-J allowing virtually
anyone to run the model on CPU.

1 Data Collection and Curation

We gather a diverse sample of questions/prompts
by leveraging several publicly available datasets
and curating our own set of prompts:

• Several subsamples from subsets of
LAION OIG including unified chip2,
unified unifiedskg instruction, uni-
fied hc3 human, unified multi news and
unified abstract infill

• Coding questions with a random sub-sample
of Stackoverflow Questions

• Instruction-tuning with a sub-sample of Big-
science/P3

• Custom-generated creative questions.

We accompany this paper with the 800k point
GPT4All-J dataset that is a superset of the origi-
nal 400k points GPT4All dataset. We dedicated
substantial attention to data preparation and cura-
tion.

Building on the GPT4All dataset, we curated
the GPT4All-J dataset by augmenting the origi-
nal 400k GPT4All examples with new samples
encompassing additional multi-turn QA samples
and creative writing such as poetry, rap, and short
stories. We designed prompt templates to create
different scenarios for creative writing. The cre-
ative prompt template was inspired by Mad Libs
style variations of ‘Write a [creative story type]
about [NOUN] in the style of [PERSON]‘. In ear-
lier versions of GPT4All, we found that rather than
writing actual creative content, the model would
discuss how it would go about writing the content.
Training on this new dataset allows GPT4All-J to
write poems, songs, and plays with increased com-
petence.

We used Atlas to inform our data cleaning and
curation efforts. We started with a collection of ap-
proximately 1,000,000 points. Several data cura-
tion iterations produced our final GPT4All-J train-
ing set. Among other changes, we removed exact
duplicate prompts and responses characterized by
homogeneous clusters in the Atlas map. We also
removed prompts that were less than 10 characters
such as single words like ‘The‘, ‘And‘, as well as
poorly formatted examples.

Interactively explore the cleaned dataset in At-
las:

• GPT4All-J Curated Training Set Map

2 Model Training

We trained several models finetuned from both
LLaMA 7B (Touvron et al., 2023) and GPT-J
(Wang and Komatsuzaki, 2021) checkpoints. The
model associated with our initial public release
is trained with LoRA (Hu et al., 2021) on the
437,605 post-processed examples for four epochs
while the finetuned GPT-J was trained for one
epoch. Detailed model hyper-parameters and
training code can be found in the associated repos-

https://huggingface.co/datasets/laion/OIG
https://huggingface.co/datasets/pacovaldez/stackoverflow-questions
https://huggingface.co/bigscience/bloomz-p3
https://huggingface.co/bigscience/bloomz-p3
https://huggingface.co/datasets/nomic-ai/gpt4all-j-prompt-generations
https://huggingface.co/datasets/nomic-ai/gpt4all_prompt_generations
https://huggingface.co/datasets/nomic-ai/gpt4all-j-prompt-generations
https://atlas.nomic.ai/map/gpt4all-j-prompts-curated
https://github.com/nomic-ai/gpt4all


Model BoolQ PIQA HellaSwag WinoGrande ARC-e ARC-c OBQA
GPT4All-J 6.7B 73.4 74.8 63.4 64.7 54.9 36.0 40.2
GPT4All-J Lora 6.7B 68.6 75.8 66.2 63.5 56.4 35.7 40.2
GPT4All LLaMa Lora 7B 73.1 77.6 72.1 67.8 51.1 40.4 40.2
Dolly 6B 68.8 77.3 67.6 63.9 62.9 38.7 41.2
Dolly 12B 56.7 75.4 71.0 62.2 64.6 38.5 40.4
Alpaca 7B 73.9 77.2 73.9 66.1 59.8 43.3 43.4
Alpaca Lora 7B 74.3 79.3 74.0 68.8 56.6 43.9 42.6
GPT-J 6.7B 65.4 76.2 66.2 64.1 62.2 36.6 38.2
LLaMa 7B 73.1 77.4 73.0 66.9 52.5 41.4 42.4
Pythia 6.7B 63.5 76.3 64.0 61.1 61.3 35.2 37.2
Pythia 12B 67.7 76.6 67.3 63.8 63.9 34.8 38

Table 1: Zero-shot performance on Common Sense Reasoning tasks

(a) TSNE visualization of the final GPT4All-J training data,
ten-colored by extracted topic.

(b) Zoomed in view of Figure 1a. The region displayed con-
tains generations related to personal health and wellness.

Figure 1: The final training data was curated to ensure a diverse distribution of prompt topics and model responses.
View online

itory and model training log. We additionally re-
lease both GPT-J and GPT-J LoRa checkpoints.
Updates to the training log were made to include
the additional experiments run for GPT-J.

2.1 Reproducibility

We release all data, training code and logs for the
community to learn, build and benefit from. Please
check the Git repository for the most up-to-date
data, training details and checkpoints.

2.2 Costs

Running all of our experiments cost about $5000
in GPU costs. We gratefully acknowledge our
compute sponsor Paperspace for their generosity
in making GPT4All-J training possible. Between
GPT4All and GPT4All-J, we have spent about
$800 in OpenAI API credits so far to generate

the training samples that we openly release to the
community. Our released model, GPT4All-J, can
be trained in about eight hours on a Paperspace
DGX A100 8x 80GB for a total cost of $200. Us-
ing a government calculator, we estimate the final
model training to produce the equivalent of 0.18
metric tons of carbon dioxide, roughly equivalent
to that produced by burning 20 gallons (75 liters)
of gasoline.

3 Evaluation

We perform a preliminary evaluation of our model
using the human evaluation data from the Self-
Instruct paper (Wang et al., 2022). We report the
ground truth perplexity of our model against what
is, to our knowledge, the best openly available
alpaca-lora model, provided by user chainyo on
huggingface. We find that all models have very

https://github.com/nomic-ai/gpt4all
https://atlas.nomic.ai/map/gpt4all-j-prompts-curated
https://github.com/nomic-ai/gpt4all
https://github.com/nomic-ai/gpt4all/blob/main/TRAINING_LOG.md
https://huggingface.co/datasets/nomic-ai/gpt4all-j-prompt-generations
https://github.com/nomic-ai/gpt4all
https://www.paperspace.com/
https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator#results
https://github.com/yizhongw/self-instruct/blob/main/human_eval/user_oriented_instructions.jsonl
https://huggingface.co/chainyo/alpaca-lora-7b
https://huggingface.co/chainyo/alpaca-lora-7b


large perplexities on a small number of tasks, and
report perplexities clipped to a maximum of 100.

Models fine-tuned on this collected dataset ex-
hibit much lower perplexity in the Self-Instruct
evaluation compared to Alpaca. This evaluation is
in no way exhaustive and further evaluation work
remains. We welcome the reader to run the model
locally on CPU (see Github for files).

3.1 Common Sense Reasoning

Following results from (Conover et al.), we evalu-
ate on 7 standard common sense reasoning tasks:
ARC easy and challenge (Clark et al., 2018),
BoolQ (Clark et al., 2019), HellaSwag (Zellers
et al., 2019), OpenBookQA (Mihaylov et al.,
2018), and Winogrande (Sakaguchi et al., 2019).
We evaluate several models: GPT-J (Wang and
Komatsuzaki, 2021), Pythia (6B and 12B) (Bi-
derman et al., 2023), Dolly v1 and v2 (Conover
et al.), and GPT4All using lm-eval-harness (Gao
et al., 2021). Similar to results in (Ouyang et al.,
2022), instruction-tuning showed performance re-
gressions over the base model. However, we no-
tice in some tasks that the LoRA instruction fine-
tuned models show some performance improve-
ments.

4 Use Considerations

The authors release data and training details in
hopes that it will accelerate open LLM research,
particularly in the domains of fairness, align-
ment, interpretability, and transparency. GPT4All-
J model weights and quantized versions are re-
leased under an Apache 2 license and are freely
available for use and distribution. Please note that
the less restrictive license does not apply to the
original GPT4All model that is based on LLaMA,
which has a non-commercial GPL license. The
assistant data was gathered from OpenAI’s GPT-
3.5-Turbo, whose terms of use prohibit developing
models that compete commercially with OpenAI.
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